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William and Kate
The shocking truth about postwar adoption in America, told through the bittersweet story of one
teenager, the son she was forced to relinquish, and their search to find each other During the Baby Boom
in 1960s America, women were encouraged to stay home and raise large families, but sex and childbirth
were taboo subjects. Premarital sex was common, but birth control was hard to get and abortion was
illegal. In 1961, sixteen-year-old Margaret Erle fell in love and became pregnant. Her enraged family
sent her to a maternity home, and after she gave birth, she wasn't even allowed her to hold her own son.
Social workers threatened her with jail until she signed away her parental rights. Her son vanished, his
whereabouts and new identity known only to an adoption agency that would never share the slightest
detail about his fate. Claiming to be acting in the best interests of all, the adoption business was founded
on secrecy and lies. American Baby lays out how a lucrative and exploitative industry removed children
from their birth mothers and placed them with hopeful families, fabricating stories about infants' origins
and destinations, then closing the door firmly between the parties forever. Adoption agencies and other
organizations that purported to help pregnant women struck unethical deals with doctors and researchers
for pseudoscientific "assessments," and shamed millions of young women into surrendering their
children. Gabrielle Glaser dramatically demonstrates the power of the expectations and institutions that
Margaret faced. Margaret went on to marry and raise a large family with David's father, but she never
stopped longing for and worrying about her firstborn. She didn't know he spent the first years of his life
living just a few blocks away from her; as he grew, he wondered about where he came from and why he
was given up. Their tale--one they share with millions of Americans--is one of loss, love, and the search
for identity. Adoption's closed records are being legally challenged in states nationwide. Open adoption
is the rule today, but the identities of many who were adopted or who surrendered a child in the postwar
decades are locked in sealed files. American Baby illuminates a dark time in our history and shows a
path to reunion that can help heal the wounds inflicted by years of shame and secrecy.

HRH
The most intimate and informative portrait yet of Prince Harry, from royal expert Katie Nicholl, author
of the bestselling William and Harry and Kate. From his earliest public appearances as a mischievous
redheaded toddler, Prince Harry has captured the hearts of royal enthusiasts around the world. In Harry,
Britain's leading expert on the young royals offers an in-depth look at the wayward prince turned
national treasure. Nicholl sheds new light on growing up royal, Harry's relationship with his mother, his
troubled youth and early adulthood, and how his military service in Afghanistan inspired him to create
his legacy, the Invictus Games. Harry: Life, Loss, and Love features interviews with friends, those who
have worked with the prince, and former Palace aides. Nicholl explores Harry's relationship with his
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family, in particular, the Queen, his father, stepmother, and brother, and reveals his secret "second
family" in Botswana. She uncovers new information about his former girlfriends and chronicles his
romance and engagement to American actress Meghan Markle. Harry is a compelling portrait of one of
the most popular members of the royal family, and reveals the inside story of the most intriguing royal
romance in a decade.

Harry
"I want to be healthy and fit 52 weeks of the year, but that doesn't mean I have to be perfect every day.
This philosophy is a year-round common-sense approach to health and fitness that involves doing your
best most of the time—and by that I don't mean being naughty for three days and good for four. I mean
doing your absolute best most of the time during every week, 52 weeks of the year."—Carrie Underwood
Carrie Underwood believes that fitness is a lifelong journey. She wasn’t born with the toned arms and
strong legs that fans know her for. Like all of us, she has to work hard every day to look the way that she
does! In FIND YOUR PATH she shares her secrets with readers, with the ultimate goal of being the
strongest version of themselves, and looking as good as they feel. Carrie’s book will share secrets for
fitting diet and exercise into a packed routine—she’s not only a multi-Platinum singer, she’s a
businesswoman and busy mom with two young children. Based on her own active lifestyle, diet, and
workouts, FIND YOUR PATH is packed with meal plans, recipes, weekly workout programs, and
guidelines for keeping a weekly food and workout journal. It also introduces readers to Carrie's signature
Fit52 workout, which involves a deck of cards and exercises that can be done at home—and it sets her
fans on a path to sustainable health and fitness for life. Fit52 begins with embracing the "Pleasure
Principle" in eating, making healthy swaps in your favorite recipes, and embracing a long view approach
to health—so that a cheat a day won't derail you. Throughout the book, Carrie shares her personal journey
towards optimal health, from her passion for sports as a kid, to the pressure to look perfect and fit the
mold as she launched her career after winning American Idol, to eventually discovering the importance
of balance and the meaning of true health. For Carrie, being fit isn't about crash diets or a workout
routine that you're going to dread. It’s about healthy choices and simple meals that you can put together
from the ingredients in your local grocery store, and making the time, every day, to move, to love your
body, and to be the best version of yourself.

Kensington Palace
April 18, 1906: A massive earthquake rocks San Francisco just before daybreak, igniting a devouring
inferno. Lives are lost, lives are shattered, but some rise from the ashes forever changed. Sophie Whalen
is a young Irish immigrant so desperate to get out of a New York tenement that she answers a mail-order
bride ad and agrees to marry a man she knows nothing about. San Francisco widower Martin Hocking
proves to be as aloof as he is mesmerizingly handsome. Sophie quickly develops deep affection for Kat,
Martin's silent five-year-old daughter, but Martin's odd behavior leaves her with the uneasy feeling that
something about her newfound situation isn't right. Then one early-spring evening, a stranger at the door
sets in motion a transforming chain of events. Sophie discovers hidden ties to two other women. The
first, pretty and pregnant, is standing on her doorstep. The second is hundreds of miles away in the
American Southwest, grieving the loss of everything she once loved. The fates of these three women
intertwine on the eve of the devastating earthquake, thrusting them onto a perilous journey that will test
their resiliency and resolve and, ultimately, their belief that love can overcome fear. From the acclaimed
author of The Last Year of the War and As Bright as Heaven comes a gripping novel about the bonds of
friendship and mother love, and the power of female solidarity.

Royals at War
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From the line of succession to the Queen's corgis, this charming book is a perfect primer on the
fascinating world of British royalty. Full of fun facts and surprising stories to delight longtime
enthusiasts and new fans alike, This Is a Book for People Who Love the Royals digs into all of the
aspects of everyone's favorite monarchy. Uncover the history of British royalty and answers to common
questions -- like how royal titles work, who is in the line of succession, and why the guards at
Buckingham Palace never smile -- as well as deep dives into fashion, jewelry, and other palace perks.
Profiles of popular family members, including Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, Princess Diana, Prince
William and Kate Middleton, and more, add personality to this irresistible celebration of the crown.

The Crown in Crisis
From the author of New York Times bestseller MEGHAN comes a scandalous historical drama about
the secrets hidden between the royal family, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, the Duke of
Windsor, and Adolf Hitler before, during, and after World War II. Andrew Morton tells the story of the
feckless Edward VIII, later Duke of Windsor, his American wife, Wallis Simpson, the bizarre wartime
Nazi plot to make him a puppet king after the invasion of Britain, and the attempted cover-up by
Churchill, General Eisenhower, and King George VI of the duke's relations with Hitler. From the alleged
affair between Simpson and the German foreign minister to the discovery of top secret correspondence
about the man dubbed "the traitor king" and the Nazi high command, this is a saga of intrigue, betrayal,
and deception suffused with a heady aroma of sex and suspicion. For the first time, Morton reveals the
full story behind the cover-up of those damning letters and diagrams: the daring heist ordered by King
George VI, the smooth duplicity of a Soviet spy as well as the bitter rows and recriminations among the
British and American diplomats, politicians, and academics. Drawing on FBI documents, exclusive
pictures, and material from the German, Russian, and British royal archives, as well as the personal
correspondence of Churchill, Eisenhower, and the Windsors themselves, 17 CARNATIONS is a
dazzling historical drama, full of adventure, intrigue, and startling revelations, written by a master of the
genre.

Kate
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Nominated for the NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Literary
Work Named a Best Book of the Year by The Root Chosen by Emma Straub as a Best New Celebrity
Memoir “A book of essays as raw and honest as anyone has ever produced.” — Lena Dunham, Lenny
Letter In the spirit of Amy Poehler’s Yes Please, Lena Dunham’s Not That Kind of Girl, and Roxane
Gay's Bad Feminist, a powerful collection of essays about gender, sexuality, race, beauty, Hollywood,
and what it means to be a modern woman. One month before the release of the highly anticipated film
The Birth of a Nation, actress Gabrielle Union shook the world with a vulnerable and impassioned
editorial in which she urged our society to have compassion for victims of sexual violence. In the wake
of rape allegations made against director and actor Nate Parker, Union—a forty-four-year-old actress who
launched her career with roles in iconic ’90s movies—instantly became the insightful, outspoken actress
that Hollywood has been desperately awaiting. With honesty and heartbreaking wisdom, she revealed
her own trauma as a victim of sexual assault: "It is for you that I am speaking. This is real. We are real."
In this moving collection of thought provoking essays infused with her unique wisdom and deep humor,
Union uses that same fearlessness to tell astonishingly personal and true stories about power, color,
gender, feminism, and fame. Union tackles a range of experiences, including bullying, beauty standards,
and competition between women in Hollywood, growing up in white California suburbia and then
spending summers with her black relatives in Nebraska, coping with crushes, puberty, and the divorce of
her parents. Genuine and perceptive, Union bravely lays herself bare, uncovering a complex and
courageous life of self-doubt and self-discovery with incredible poise and brutal honesty. Throughout,
she compels us to be ethical and empathetic, and reminds us of the importance of confidence, selfPage 3/15
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awareness, and the power of sharing truth, laughter, and support.

Find Your Path
The fall from popular grace of Prince Harry, the previously adulated brother of the heir to the British
throne, as a consequence of his marriage to the beautiful and dynamic Hollywood actress and "Suits
star" Meghan Markle, makes for fascinating reading in this groundbreaking book from Lady Colin
Campbell, who is the New York Times bestselling biographer of books on Princess Diana, the Queen
Mother, and Queen Elizabeth's marriage.

Meghan and Harry
DIV A tough Welshman, he was softened by the affections of a breathtakingly beautiful woman: she
was a modern-day Cleopatra madly in love with her own Mark Antony. For quarter of a century,
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton were the king and queen of Hollywood. Yet their two marriages to
each other represented much more than outlandish romance. Together, Elizabeth and Richard were a
fascinating embodiment of the mores and transgressions of their time and even luminaries like
Jacqueline Kennedy looked to them as a barometer of the culture. The enduring glamour, grandeur,
drama and bravado embodied in the couple gave rise to the type of rabid gossip and wide-eyed adoration
that are the staples of todayÕs media. Using brand-new research and interviews Ð including unique
access to Taylor herself, the Burton family, and TaylorÕs extensive personal correspondence Ð this
ultimate celebrity biography is the gripping real-life story of a fairy-tale couple whose lives were even
grander and more outrageous than the epic films they made. /div

A Very Punchable Face
INSTANT INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER * NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * #1 SUNDAY
TIMES BESTSELLER The first, epic and true story of the Duke and Duchess of Sussex’s life together,
finally revealing why they chose to pursue a more independent path and the reasons behind their
unprecedented decision to step away from their royal lives, from two top royal reporters who have been
behind the scenes since the couple first met. Finding Freedom is complete with full color photographs
from Harry and Meghan’s courtship, wedding, Archie’s milestones, and many more unforgettable
moments. When news of the budding romance between a beloved English prince and an American
actress broke, it captured the world’s attention and sparked an international media frenzy. But while the
Duke and Duchess of Sussex have continued to make headlines—from their engagement, wedding, and
birth of their son Archie to their unprecedented decision to step back from their royal lives—few know
the true story of Harry and Meghan. For the very first time, Finding Freedom goes beyond the headlines
to reveal unknown details of Harry and Meghan’s life together, dispelling the many rumors and
misconceptions that plague the couple on both sides of the pond. As members of the select group of
reporters that cover the British Royal Family and their engagements, Omid Scobie and Carolyn Durand
have witnessed the young couple’s lives as few outsiders can. With unique access and written with the
participation of those closest to the couple, Finding Freedom is an honest, up-close, and disarming
portrait of a confident, influential, and forward-thinking couple who are unafraid to break with tradition,
determined to create a new path away from the spotlight, and dedicated to building a humanitarian
legacy that will make a profound difference in the world.

Prince Philip Revealed
An English aristocrat from inside the royal family's exclusive circle reveals startling information about
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Princess Diana's life, discussing rumors of her eating disorder, her marriage to Prince Charles, and more.
Reprint.

The Nature of Fragile Things
The eyes of the world are fixed upon Meghan Markle. But who exactly is this fierce, enigmatic new
Royal and mother-to-be? Find out what makes Meghan tick with this insightful illustrated biography,
which explores the driving forces behind the actress-turned-duchess. With visual intimacy, Meghan
reveals why Markle became a feminist and began charity work at just 13 years old. Follow the evolution
of Meghan's style and philosophy, and her love of food and travel, with both favorite recipes and
vacation inspiration.

Meghan Misunderstood
Based on extensive fresh material and resources, Robert Jobson's biography provides a definitive insight
into the extraordinary life of HRH Charles, Prince of Wales as he approaches his seventieth birthday at a
watershed in the history of the modern British monarchy. Exploring beyond the banal newspaper
headlines that have caricatured Charles over the years, the book debunks the myths about the man who
will be King, telling his full, true story; exploring his complex character, his profoundly held beliefs and
deep thinking about religion - including Islam - politics, the armed services, monarchy and the
constitution, providing an illuminating portrait of what kind of monarch Charles III will be. Although
this book is not an official biography, the Prince's office, Clarence House, has agreed to cooperate with
the author - who has spent nearly thirty years chronicling the story of the House of Windsor as an
author, journalist and broadcaster. The author, who has met Prince Charles on countless occasions, will
draw on the knowledge and memories of a number of sources close to the Prince who have never spoken
before, as well as members of the Royal Household past and present who have served the Prince during
his decades of public service. It will reveal that there are plans for Charles to serve as Prince Regent
once the Queen turns ninety-five, how he already reads ALL the Government papers/boxes at his
mother's insistence, and why he feels it is his constitutional duty to pass on to ministers his thoughts and
feelings in his controversial 'black spider memos'. Beyond that, Charles at Seventy also reveals the truth
about the Prince's deeply loving but occasionally volatile relationship with his second wife and chief
supporter, Camilla. The result is an intriguing new portrait of a man on the cusp of kingship.

Finding Freedom
The #1 New York Times bestselling, controversial portrait of the British royal family -- as told from
behind the palace walls -- for fans of Netflix's The Crown and all royal watchers They are the most
chronicled family on the face of the globe. Their every move attracts headlines. Now Kitty Kelley has
gone behind the scenes at Buckingham Palace, Windsor Castle and Kensington Palace to raise the
curtain on the men and women who make up the British royal family. Queen Elizabeth, Prince Charles,
Princess Dianahere are the scandals of the last decades: the doomed marriages and the husbands, wives,
lovers and children caught in their wake and damaged beyond repair. No one is spared.

We're Going to Need More Wine
The Duchess of York provides a revealing look at Britain's royal family, her romance with and marriage
to Prince Andrew, their divorce, and her new life

Diana
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For this controversial, headline-making study of the heir to the throne, Dimbleby spent hours in candid
conversations with the prince, his personal staff, and close friends, and was given access to the prince's
letters, private diaries, and journals. An intimate portrait of a life trapped by destiny, The Prince of
Wales offers unique insight into the man born to be King. of photos. 8-page color insert.

The Final Curtsey
"When I met Diana at a mutual friend's house in 1990, I was astonished by her conduct. Up to this point,
the Diana I had encountered was a princess who had behaved very much in keeping with the forms and
traditions of royalty. In social situations, she was as circumspect as the rest of them, as indeed all ladies
are. "Now, however, she was the antithesis of circumspect. Throwing caution and reserve to the wind,
she said that she wanted me to write the truth about her life 'because I feel as if the whole fairy tale is
crushing whatever's left of the real me. If you'd just write about the real Diana, it would make all the
difference.'" --Lady Colin Campbell Who was the real Diana? What was it like to be so privileged yet so
anguished, so beloved yet so self-loathing, so spoiled yet so despairing? The Princess of Wales was all
these things--far more complicated, conflicted, and intriguing a person than the wildly disparate saint or
lunatic she is frequently portrayed to be. Royal insider Lady Colin Campbell sets the record straight on
many of the most controversial aspects of Diana's turbulent life: how Charles and Diana's engagement
came to pass, though it seemed ill-advised to those closest to both of them; what their honeymoon was
really like; the truth behind Diana's bulimia, her widely reported suicide attempts, and her obsession
with Camilla Parker Bowles; Diana's search for love and fulfillment with numerous men before, during,
and after her marriage; her brilliant manipulations of the press; and her relationship with Dodi Fayed.
Lady Colin Campbell's New York Times bestselling biography Diana in Private was the first to expose
the truth about Diana and her troubled marriage. In The Real Diana, she reveals that the reason she knew
so much about what went on behind the palace gates was because Diana herself was the source. Drawing
upon these confidences--as well as on conversations with countless people who knew Diana and with
Diana herself in the final years of her life--Lady Colin Campbell combines true insight with true
compassion to bring us the most intimate and revealing portrait of the Princess of Wales that we will
ever have.

The Royals
Reveals Shocking Revelations about Prince Harry, Meghan Markle, and the British Royal Family—and
the Divisive Rifts Between Them This explosive exposé, Royals at War, takes readers inside a riven
Buckingham Palace to provide the definitive account of the unfolding abdication crisis of 2020—dubbed
Megxit—during which the Duke and Duchess of Sussex, Prince Harry and Meghan Markle, became royal
outcasts. Through revealing interviews with royal family insiders, friends, aides, historians, royal
watchers, and others with intimate knowledge of The House of Windsor, this tell-all book looks back at
the events, motives and crises which led to Harry (sixth in line to the throne) dramatically abandoning
his birthright—in a move not seen for nearly a century, when King Edward VIII also gave up the crown
for the woman he loved as Europe teetered on the brink of fascism and war. Like Edward and Wallis
Simpson, the catalyst for the scandal here is also an ambitious, controversial American woman. Dylan
Howard, bestselling author of Diana: Case Solved and Epstein: Dead Men Tell No Tales, charts how
Meghan’s relationship with Harry was viewed as controversial from the start—and how her brief
honeymoon with the British public began to sour shortly after she and Harry announced in November
2018 that they would be leaving Kensington Palace to move to Frogmore Cottage, an hour outside
London. As senior royals expressed disapproval, the public at first seemed to enjoy the royal spat, with
many still supporting Team Meghan—until it emerged that the bill to renovate Frogmore Cottage to
Meghan’s lavish expectations would be $3 million . . . and be picked up by British taxpayers. Finally, in
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a move nobody saw coming, Harry announced he was turning his back on the role he had been groomed
for since birth—giving up his HRH title, repaying the renovation costs of Frogmore Cottage, abandoning
his royal duties, and leaving Britain for good. Buckingham Palace reeled. Howard’s unique access and
insight into this constitutional crisis will not only address the tensions and tantrums behind closed palace
doors, but seek to answer the questions many are still asking: Has Prince Harry ever really recovered
from the death of his mother Diana—and the resentment he feels against the institution that tried to
destroy her? Why did Meghan, once hailed as a breath of fresh air, rile up the monarchy? Why did she
refuse to conform to royal conventions in the way that Catherine did before her? Did the public and
media criticism of Meghan go too far? And just how valid are the accusations of racism? How did these
modern royals treat the tabloids differently to tradition? And did it backfire? What next for Harry and
Meghan? And how will they—and the institution they’ve turned their back on—react to their new lives
outside the confines of the Palace and free from the strict codes and conventions that bind all members
of the Royal Family? Caught in a trap by virtue of a life entombed in a gilded cage, Royals at War
answers these questions and more . . . and reveals how Harry’s infatuation with Meghan and desire to
modernize the monarchy could yet end in disaster for the House of Windsor. Played out against the
cataclysm of the British tabloid's laser focus on the duchess’ every movement—for good or ill—this is the
true story of Harry and Meghan’s split from the Establishment . . . and perhaps just the beginning of a
whole new Monarchy, redefined for the modern age.

Harry and Meghan
The first in-depth biography of the American actress and humanitarian campaigner who married Prince
Harry in May 2018, written by the world's best-known royal biographer. When Meghan Markle and
Prince Harry were set up by a mutual friend on a blind date in June 2016, little could they know that just
sixteen months later the resulting whirlwind romance would lead to their engagement in November 2017
and marriage in May 2018. Since then, our fascination with the woman who has smashed the royal
mould has rocketed. So different to those coy brides of recent history, Meghan is confident, charismatic
and poised, her warm and affectionate engagement interview a stark contrast to the stilted and cold
exchange between Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer. In this first-ever biography of the duchess-tobe, acclaimed royal biographer Andrew Morton goes back to Meghan's roots, interviewing those closest
to her to uncover the story of her childhood: growing up in The Valley in LA, studying at an all-girls
Catholic school and her breakout into acting. We also delve into her previous marriage and divorce in
2013, her struggles in Hollywood, as her mixed heritage was time and again used against her, and her
work as a humanitarian ambassador - so redolent of Princess Diana's passions. Finishing with an account
of her romance with Prince Harry, Morton reflects on the impact that Meghan has already made on the
rigid traditions of the House of Windsor - not even Kate Middleton was invited to Christmas with the
Queen before she had married her prince - and what the future might hold.

Harry & Meghan - The Love Story
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.

Prince Charles
From the bestselling author of William and Harry and renowned Royal Family news correspondent
Katie Nicholl, comes the first in-depth biography of Kate Middleton, Duchess of Cambridge. Katie
Nicholl, bestselling author and royal correspondent for The Mail on Sunday, gives an inside look into
the life of the future Queen of England, Kate Middleton. Since becoming Duchess Catherine of
Cambridge in 2011, Middleton has captivated royals fans around the world and now, Nicholl delivers
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the story of her early life, first romances, and love with Prince William. Nicholl will reveal new details
on Middleton's initiation into royal life and, of course, her first pregnancy.

Victoria: The Queen
Collects Tarot (2019) #1-4. An all-new epic teaming Earth’s Mightiest Heroes with Marvel’s premier
non-team! A strange and impossible lost memory from World War II draws Namor the Sub-Mariner to
his onetime compatriot Captain America — but the two heroes and their respective allies soon find
themselves pulled into a labyrinth of madness, pain and destruction courtesy of the Infernal Ichor of
Ish’lzog! Avenger must battle Defender as the alchemist Diablo casts cards from the deck of fate, pitting
hero against hero for his own nefarious purposes! As chaos spreads, the two groups find themselves
confronted by the most unlikely characters in Marvel history! Would you believe - the Unbelievables?!
And as the cosmic chaos reaches its peak, the Avengers and Defenders are literally merged — becoming
composite costumed champions! But can any of them put an end to the reality-altering madness?

The Prince of Wales
Explores the development of Princess Diana's unique sense of style

Summary of Finding Freedom
Learn the Invaluable Lessons from Finding Freedom: Harry and Meghan and the Making of Modern
Royal Family by Omid Scobie and Carolyn Durand and Apply it into Your Life Without Missing
Out!What's it worth to you to have just ONE good idea applied to your life?In many cases, it may mean
expanded paychecks, better vitality, and magical relationships. Here's an Introduction of What You're
About to Discover in this Premium Summary of Finding Freedom: Harry and Meghan and the Making
of Modern Royal Family by Omid Scobie and Carolyn Durand: Finding Freedom: Harry and Meghan
and the Making of a Modern Royal Family, two top royal reporters Omid Scobie and Carolyn Durand's
first non-fiction epic, tells about the Duke and Duchess of Sussex's life behind the cameras, aiming to
reveal the reason they chose to pursue independency and how they came up with the decision to walk
away from their royalties. The two reporters went behind the scenes since the couple first met to unveil
the truth. Finding Freedom contains full-color photographs from Harry and Meghan's courtship,
wedding, Archie's milestones, and memorable times.Finding Freedom by Omid Scobie and Carolyn
Durand has made quite an impression to its readers, not because of how riveting and surprising the
contents were, but because of how "disappointing" their account of the couple is. Plus, - Executive
"Snapshot" Summary of Finding Freedom: Harry and Meghan and the Making of Modern Royal FamilyBackground Story and History of Finding Freedom: Harry and Meghan and the Making of Modern
Royal Family for a Much Richer Reading Experience - Key Lessons Extracted from Finding Freedom:
Harry and Meghan and the Making of Modern Royal Family and Exercises to Apply it into your Life Immediately!- About the Hero of the Book: Omid Scobie and Carolyn Durand - Tantalizing Trivia
Questions for Better Retention Scroll Up and Buy Now! 100% Guaranteed You'll Find Thousands of
Dollars Worth of Ideas in This Book or Your Money BackFaster You Order - Faster You'll Have it in
Your Hands!*Please note: This is a summary and workbook meant to supplement and not replace the
original book.

Furious Love
A behind-the-scenes look into the life of Meghan Markle and her romance with Prince Harry—a dishy,
delightful must-read filled with exclusive insights for anyone obsessed with the Royal Family. Leslie
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Carroll’s books on royalty are “an irresistible combination of People Magazine and the History
Channel.”—Chicago Tribune When Prince Harry of Wales took his American girlfriend, Meghan Markle,
to have tea with his grandmother the queen, avid royal watchers had a hunch that a royal wedding was
not far off. That prediction came true on November 27, 2017, when the gorgeous, glamorous twosome
announced their engagement to the world. As they prepare to tie the knot in a stunning ceremony on
May 19, 2018, that will be unprecedented in royal history, people are clamoring to know more about the
beautiful American who captured Prince Harry’s heart. Born and raised in Los Angeles to a white father
of German, English, and Irish descent and an African American mother whose ancestors had been
enslaved on a Georgia plantation, Meghan has proudly embraced her biracial heritage. In addition to
being a star of the popular television series Suits, she is devoted to her humanitarian work—a passion she
shares with Harry. Though Meghan was married once before, Prince Harry is a modern royal, and the
Windsors have welcomed her into the tight-knit clan they call “The Firm.” Even a generation ago, it
would have been unthinkable, as well as impermissible, for any member of Great Britain’s royal family
to consider marrying someone like Meghan. Professional actresses were considered scandalous and
barely respectable. And the last time an American divorcee married into the Royal Family, it provoked a
constitutional crisis! In American Princess, Leslie Carroll provides context to Harry and Meghan’s
romance by leading readers through centuries of Britain’s rule-breaking royal marriages, as well as the
love matches that were never permitted to make it to the altar; followed by a never-before-seen glimpse
into the little-known life of the woman bringing the Royal Family into the 21st century; and her
dazzling, thoroughly modern romance with Prince Harry.

Harry and Meghan the Wedding Album
Once a reckless rebel and now a respected role model, Prince Harry is one of the world's most popular
royals and the force behind giving the British royal family a twenty-first century makeover. How has he
done it? This insightful new biography is a three-dimensional look at what Harry is really like as a
person, both on and off royal duty. It is written by distinguished journalist and author Angela Levin,
who accompanied Prince Harry on many of his engagements and had exclusive access to him at
Kensington Palace. The book unwraps the real man behind the camera, and his own perceptive insights.
It delves into his troubled childhood and the lasting effect of losing his adored mother, Diana, Princess
of Wales, so young. It explores his rebellious teenage years and the key defining moments that have
enabled him to face his demons and use this experience to help others who struggle with mental,
emotional and physical pain. Angela Levin found a complex man who has inherited his late mother's
extraordinary charisma and is determined to "make a difference." After finding the love of his life in
Meghan Markle, and in anticipation of their marriage this year, this is an investigation into the real life
of Prince Harry.

Meghan
From royal expert Katie Nicholl, author of the bestselling William and Harry and Kate comes the most
intimate and informative portrait yet of Prince Harry, his marriage to Meghan Markle, and how their
union is modernizing the Royal Family. From his earliest public appearances as a mischievous
redheaded toddler, Prince Harry has captured the hearts of royal enthusiasts around the world, while his
marriage to Meghan Markle has only endeared him further. In Harry and Meghan, Britain's leading
expert on the young royals offers an in-depth look at the wayward prince turned national treasure.
Nicholl sheds new light on growing up royal, Harry's relationship with his mother, his troubled youth
and early adulthood, and how his military service in Afghanistan inspired him to create his legacy, the
Invictus Games. She uncovers new information about Harry's past relationships and reveals the true
story of his romance with Meghan Markle, the smart and spirited American who captured his heart.
Harry and Meghan: Life, Loss, and Love features interviews with friends, those who have worked with
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the prince, and former Palace aides. Nicholl reveals behind-the-scenes details about the run up to the
couple's spectacular wedding day, their first tours as a married couple, and their preparations for the
arrival of the youngest new royal. Harry and Meghan is a compelling portrait of the Royal Family's most
popular royal couple and the story of the most gripping royal romance in a decade. Previously published
as Harry: Life, Loss, and Love.

Meghan
Featuring exquisite photography from throughout the royal couple's lives and the wedding itself, this
high-end coffee table book will be the publication to mark the wedding of Prince Harry and Meghan
Markle.

17 Carnations
Discover the full and fascinating story of Prince Philip—one of the most important, influential, and
elusive royals—in this colorful and revelatory biography written by the renowned royal family expert and
editor-in-chief of Majesty magazine. The son of Greek and Danish royalty, consort to the queen, and the
grandfather of Princes Harry and William, Prince Philip has been at the heart of the royal family for
decades—yet he remains an enigma to many. Now, Ingrid Seward, the editor-in-chief of Majesty
magazine, brings her decades of experience covering the royal family to this fascinating and insightful
biography of Queen Elizabeth II’s husband, and father, grandfather, and great-grandfather of the next
three kings of England. From his early childhood in Paris among aristocrats and his mother’s battle with
schizophrenia to his distinctive military service during World War II and marriage to Elizabeth in 1947,
Seward chronicles Philip’s life and reveals his many faces—as a father, a philanthropist, a philanderer,
and a statesman. Though it would take years for Philip to find his place in a royal court that initially
distrusted him, he remains one of the most complex, powerful, yet confounding members of Britain’s
royal family. Entertaining, eye-opening, and informative, Prince Philip is perfect for any anglophile and
fans of the series The Crown.

This Is a Book for People Who Love the Royals
The true story for fans of the PBS Masterpiece series Victoria, this page-turning biography reveals the
real woman behind the myth: a bold, glamorous, unbreakable queen—a Victoria for our times. Drawing
on previously unpublished papers, this stunning portrait is a story of love and heartbreak, of devotion
and grief, of strength and resilience. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE
NEW YORK TIMES • ESQUIRE • THE CHICAGO PUBLIC LIBRARY “Victoria the Queen, Julia
Baird’s exquisitely wrought and meticulously researched biography, brushes the dusty myth off this
extraordinary monarch.”—The New York Times Book Review (Editor’s Choice) When Victoria was
born, in 1819, the world was a very different place. Revolution would threaten many of Europe’s
monarchies in the coming decades. In Britain, a generation of royals had indulged their whims at the
public’s expense, and republican sentiment was growing. The Industrial Revolution was transforming
the landscape, and the British Empire was commanding ever larger tracts of the globe. In a world where
women were often powerless, during a century roiling with change, Victoria went on to rule the most
powerful country on earth with a decisive hand. Fifth in line to the throne at the time of her birth,
Victoria was an ordinary woman thrust into an extraordinary role. As a girl, she defied her mother’s
meddling and an adviser’s bullying, forging an iron will of her own. As a teenage queen, she eagerly
grasped the crown and relished the freedom it brought her. At twenty, she fell passionately in love with
Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, eventually giving birth to nine children. She loved sex and
delighted in power. She was outspoken with her ministers, overstepping conventional boundaries and
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asserting her opinions. After the death of her adored Albert, she began a controversial, intimate
relationship with her servant John Brown. She survived eight assassination attempts over the course of
her lifetime. And as science, technology, and democracy were dramatically reshaping the world,
Victoria was a symbol of steadfastness and security—queen of a quarter of the world’s population at the
height of the British Empire’s reach. Drawing on sources that include fresh revelations about Victoria’s
relationship with John Brown, Julia Baird brings vividly to life the fascinating story of a woman who
struggled with so many of the things we do today: balancing work and family, raising children,
navigating marital strife, losing parents, combating anxiety and self-doubt, finding an identity, searching
for meaning.

Diana in Private
"Saturday Night Live head writer and Weekend Update co-anchor, Colin Jost, has six sets of stitches on
his face alone. He's been punched in at least four different sketches on Saturday Night Live, including
once by his boss, Lorne Michaels. But if there's one trait that makes someone well suited to comedy, it's
being able to take a punch-metaphorically and, occasionally, physically. From growing up as an
overweight kid in a family of firefighters on Staten Island to commuting three hours a day to high school
and "seeing the sights" (like watching a Russian woman throw a stroller off the back of a ferry) to
attending Harvard while Facebook was created (and choosing comedy instead!), Colin shares how he
has navigated the world like a "slightly smarter Forrest Gump." You'll also discover things about Colin
that will surprise and confuse you. You'll go behind the scenes at SNL (where he's written some of the
most iconic sketches and characters of the past fifteen years) and Weekend Update (where's he's been
"the white guy next to Leslie Jones.") And you'll experience the life of a touring stand-up comedianfrom performing in rural cafeterias at noon to opening for Dave Chappelle at Radio City Music Hall. For
every accomplishment (hosting the Emmys), there is a setback (hosting the Emmys). And for every
absurd moment (watching paramedics give CPR to a raccoon), there is an honest, emotional one
(recounting his mother's experience on the scene of the Twin Towers' collapse on 9/11.) A Very
Punchable Face reveals the brilliant mind behind some of the dumbest sketches on television and lays
bare the heart and humor of a hardworking guy-with a face you can't help but want to punch"--

My Story
In 1977, Robert Lacey's bestselling MAJESTY was the first serious biography of Elizabeth II, defining
the affection for the Queen that underlay the popular success of the Silver Jubilee. Now, on the fiftieth
anniversary of her accession, ROYAL brings her remarkable story up to date. It provides a fresh portrait
of her relationship with Prince Philip, and its effect on their children; it describes how the Queen has
worked to live up to and maintain her strongly held beliefs, shaped over the years by the wishes and
dreams - and sometimes the anger and unhappiness - of the people; and it explains how and why the
monarchy continues to enjoy such enduring support. In addition, the Jubilee Paperback edition has been
updated to reflect all the fast-changing events of the Jubilee year, specifically: * The controversy over
the work activities of Prince Edward and Sophie * Prince Harry's escapades with drink and drugs * The
death of Princess Margaret * The death of royal critic Lord Altrincham

American Princess
The authoritative biography of Prince Harry by noted royal family biographer Penny Junor, author of
Prince William: The Man Who Will Be King and The Firm: The Troubled Life of the House of
Windsor. Prince Harry, one of the most popular members of the British royal family, has had a colorful
life. After losing his mother at 12 years old, he spent his teenage years making questionable choices
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under intense international media scrutiny, becoming known for his mischevious grin, shock of red hair,
and the occassional not-so-royal indiscretion. As he's grown, he has distinguished himself through
military service, flying helicopters for the RAF. He served in Afghanistan and continues to devote
himself to his military career. He also follows in his mother's footsteps with charity work--he is the
founder of Sentebale, a charity to help orphans in Lesotho, and works with many other charitable
organziations to help young people in society and to conserve natural resources. As he reaches his
thirtieth birthday, Prince Harry is proving himself a prince of the people. With unprecedented access to
the most important figures in his life, Penny Junor is able get the truth about who this mercurial and
fascinating royal son really is. A modern biography of a modern prince, this book offers an insider's look
at the life of the man who is fourth in line to Britain's throne.

American Baby
Meghan Misunderstood is a pioneering book that sets the record straight on the most talked about,
unfairly vilified and misrepresented woman in the world.

The Real Diana
The definitive account of the love affair that has captured the nation - Prince Harry and Meghan Markle.
After much speculation in the national media, Prince Harry finally confirmed the rumours about his
relationship with American actress Meghan Markle. Now, on the news of their much-anticipated
engagement, prominent columnist Emily Herbert tells the exclusive story of how the American actress
stole the heart of a much-loved British Prince. From how they met, their courtship and how they fell in
love, as well as insight into Ms. Markle's upbringing in America, readers will learn exactly how the
Prince's heart was finally won. Revealing the truth behind the headlines and the media speculation,
Harry & Meghan: The Love Story lets readers into the heart of a thoroughly modern royal love affair.

Tarot
The thrilling and definitive account of the Abdication Crisis of 1936 On December 10, 1936, King
Edward VIII brought a great international drama to a close when he abdicated, renouncing the throne of
the United Kingdom for himself and his heirs. The reason he gave when addressing his subjects was that
he could not fulfill his duties without the woman he loved—the notorious American divorcee Wallis
Simpson—by his side. His actions scandalized the establishment, who were desperate to avoid an
international embarrassment at a time when war seemed imminent. That the King was rumored to have
Nazi sympathies only strengthened their determination that he should be forced off the throne, by any
means necessary. Alexander Larman’s The Crown in Crisis will treat readers to a new, thrilling view of
this legendary story. Informed by revelatory archival material never-before-seen, as well as by
interviews with many of Edward’s and Wallis’s close friends, Larman creates an hour-by-hour, day-byday suspenseful narrative that brings readers up to the point where the microphone is turned on and the
king speaks to his subjects. As well as focusing on King Edward and Mrs. Simpson, Larman looks
closely at the roles played by those that stood against him: Prime minister Stanley Baldwin, his private
secretary Alec Hardinge, and the Archbishop of Canterbury Cosmo Lang. Larman also takes the full
measure of those who supported him: the great politician Winston Churchill, Machiavellian newspaper
owner Lord Beaverbrook, and the brilliant lawyer Walter Monckton. For the first time in a book about
the abdication, readers will read an in-depth account of the assassination attempt on Edward’s life and
its consequences, a first-person chronicle of Wallis Simpson’s scandalous divorce proceedings,
information from the Royal Archives about the government’s worries about Edward’s relationship with
Nazi high-command Ribbentrop and a boots-on-the-ground view of how the British people saw Edward
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as they watched the drama unfold. You won’t be able to put down The Crown in Crisis, a full panorama
of the people and the times surrounding Edward and the woman he loved.

Royal
**THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** Veteran style journalist Elizabeth Holmes
expands her popular Instagram series, So Many Thoughts, into a nuanced look at the fashion and
branding of the four most influential members of the British Royal Family: Queen Elizabeth II; Diana,
Princess of Wales; Catherine, The Duchess of Cambridge; and Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex. Kate
Middleton and Meghan Markle are global style icons, their every fashion choice chronicled and
celebrated. With all eyes on them, the duchesses select clothes that send a message about their values,
interests, and priorities. Their thoughtful sartorial strategies follow in the footsteps of Queen Elizabeth II
and Diana, Princess of Wales, two towering figures known for using their personal style to great
acclaim. With one section devoted to each woman, HRH is a celebration of their stories and their style,
pairing hundreds of gorgeous photographs with extensive research. A picture emerges of the British
monarchy’s evolution and the power of royal fashion, showing there’s always more than what meets the
eye.

Harry
The bestselling behind-the-scenes memoir of the royal family by a cousin who served in MI5—and as one
of the Queen’s bridesmaids. Includes photos! A Sunday Times number one bestseller in the United
Kingdom, this is the intimate and revealing autobiography of Margaret Rhodes, first cousin of Queen
Elizabeth II and niece of Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother. Margaret was born into the Scottish
aristocracy, into a now almost vanished world of privilege. Royalty often came to stay, and her house
was run in the style of Downton Abbey. During the Second World War, she “lodged” at Buckingham
Palace while she worked for MI5. She was a bridesmaid at the wedding of her cousin, Princess
Elizabeth, to Prince Philip. Three years later, the King and Queen attended her own wedding, in which
Princess Margaret was a bridesmaid. In 1990, she was appointed as a lady-in-waiting to the Queen
Mother, acting also as her companion, which she describes in touching detail. In the early months of
2002, she spent as much time as possible with her ailing aunt and was at her bedside when she died. The
next morning, she went to Queen Elizabeth’s bedroom to pray, and in farewell dropped her a final
curtsey. The Queen Mother regarded Margaret Rhodes as her “third daughter,” and she has been
extremely close to her cousins, the Queen and Princess Margaret, throughout their lives. Full of
charming anecdotes, fascinating characters, and personal photographs, this is an unparalleled insight into
the private life of the British monarchy. “Surprisingly addictive.” —New Zealand Herald

Charles at Seventy - Thoughts, Hopes & Dreams
For more than 200 years the younger members of the British royal family – including future monarchs –
have lived at Kensington Palace, alongside royal aunts and uncles, distant cousins and assorted
aristocratic eccentrics. Kensington Palace has been the scene of countless bizarre events – here, for
example, the young Queen Victoria was held a virtual prisoner for eighteen years; and it was from
Kensington Palace that Queen Caroline ran the country while her husband George II moved his pictures
around. In more recent times, Kensington Palace was famously the scene of Charles and Diana’s
nightmare marriage and Charles’s serial adulteries. But then Kensington Palace has a long history of
royal philandering. George II installed his wife and mistress in the palace, for example, and made his
mistress sleep in a room so damp there were said to be mushrooms growing on the walls. And then there
were the eccentrics. George III’s sixth son, Augustus, Duke of Sussex, became a virtual recluse at the
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palace. He collected hundreds of clocks and mechanical toys, thousands of early Bibles and dozens of
songbirds that were allowed to fly freely through the royal apartments. Today, the palace is home to the
future King William and his wife Catherine, and until recently home to the newly married Duke and
Duchess of Sussex, Harry and Meghan. The palace has been described as a royal menagerie, a hive of
industrious freeloaders, an ant heap and even a lunatic asylum.Tom Quinn takes the reader behind the
official version of palace history to discover intriguing, sometimes wild, often scandalous, but frequently
heart-warming stories.

Prince Harry
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The life and loves of Prince Charles are illuminated in a major
new biography from the New York Times bestselling author of Elizabeth the Queen—perfect for fans of
The Crown. Sally Bedell Smith returns once again to the British royal family to give us a new look at
Prince Charles, the oldest heir to the throne in more than three hundred years. This vivid, eye-opening
biography—the product of four years of research and hundreds of interviews with palace officials, former
girlfriends, spiritual gurus, and more, some speaking on the record for the first time—is the first
authoritative treatment of Charles’s life that sheds light on the death of Diana, his marriage to Camilla,
and his preparations to take the throne one day. Prince Charles brings to life the real man, with all of his
ambitions, insecurities, and convictions. It begins with his lonely childhood, in which he struggled to
live up to his father’s expectations and sought companionship from the Queen Mother and his greatuncle Lord Mountbatten. It follows him through difficult years at school, his early love affairs, his
intellectual quests, his entrepreneurial pursuits, and his intense search for spiritual meaning. It tells of
the tragedy of his marriage to Diana; his eventual reunion with his true love, Camilla; and his
relationships with William, Kate, Harry, and his grandchildren. Ranging from his glamorous palaces to
his country homes, from his globe-trotting travels to his local initiatives, Smith shows how Prince
Charles possesses a fiercely independent spirit and yet has spent more than six decades waiting for his
destined role, living a life dictated by protocols he often struggles to obey. With keen insight and the
discovery of unexpected new details, Smith lays bare the contradictions of a man who is more
complicated, tragic, and compelling than we knew, until now. Praise for Prince Charles “[Smith]
understands the British upper classes and aristocracy (including the royals) very well indeed. . . . [She]
makes many telling, shrewd points in pursuit of realigning the popular image of Prince
Charles.”—William Boyd, The New York Times Book Review “[A] masterly account.”—The Wall Street
Journal “Thoroughly researched and insightful . . . In this profile, it is clear [Smith] got inside the
circular barriers that protect the man and his position. The Charles that emerges is, as the subtitle
suggests, both a paradox and a creature of his passions.”—The Washington Times “[A] compellingly
juicy bio . . . Windsor-philes will be mesmerized.”—People “Prince Charles paints an affectingly human
portrait. . . . Smith writes about [Charles’s life] with a skill and sympathy she perfected in her 2012
biography of Charles’s mother.”—The Christian Science Monitor “Comprehensive and admirably fair . .
. Until his accession to the throne, Smith’s portrait will stand as the definitive study.”—Booklist (starred
review) “[A] fascinating book that is not just about a man who would be king, but also about the duties
that come with privilege.”—Walter Isaacson “Sally Bedell Smith has given us a complete and compelling
portrait of the man in the shadow of the throne. It’s all here, from the back stairs of the palaces to the
front pages of the tabs.”—Tom Brokaw
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